At the moment, if you make a payment to someone but they've wiped their wallet then the coins are irretrievably lost. Similarly, if the network is flooded with 0.01 fee transactions and you make an urgent payment but forget to include a higher fee then you can't reissue that payment backed by the same coins but with a fee.

If you could cause the current block number to be pushed on the stack and do some maths with it then you could implement a payment that must be spent by the recipient before a certain block number is reached or else the script would allow it to be spent again by the sender for example.
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field, and this bit of code exists for the UI (the text would appear in the same place as "x confirmations"):

```c
if (!wtx.IsFinal())
    {
        if (wtx.nLockTime < 500000000)
            return strprintf(_("Open for %d blocks"), nBestHeight - wtx.nLockTime);
        else
            return strprintf(_("Open until %s"), DateTimeStr(wtx.nLockTime).c_str());
    }
```

Sounds very much like what you're thinking of.

---

**Re: Need OP_BLOCKNUMBER to allow "time" limited transactions**

November 15, 2010, 04:16:16 AM

After investigating some more, I found that nLockTime requires in-memory transaction replacement to be re-activated for it to be useful.

```c
if (mapNextTx.count(outpoint))
    {
        // Disable replacement feature for now
        return false;
        // Allow replacing with a newer version of the same transaction
        if (i != 0)
            return false;
        ptxOld = mapNextTx[outpoint].ptx;
        if (!IsNewerThan(*ptxOld))
            return false;
        for (int i = 0; i < vin.size(); i++)
            {
                COutPoint outpoint = vin[i].prevout;
                if (!mapNextTx.count(outpoint) || mapNextTx[outpoint].ptx != ptxOld)
                    return false;
            }
        break;
    }
```

---

**Re: Need OP_BLOCKNUMBER to allow "time" limited transactions**

November 15, 2010, 06:37:44 PM

We can't safely do OP_BLOCKNUMBER. In the event of a block chain reorg after a segmentation, transactions need to be able to get into the chain in a later block. The OP_BLOCKNUMBER transaction and all its dependants would become invalid. This wouldn't be fair to later owners of the coins who weren't involved in the time limited transaction.

nTimeLock does the reverse. It's an open transaction that can be replaced with new versions until the deadline. It can't be recorded until it locks. The highest version when the deadline hits gets recorded. It could be used, for example, to write an escrow transaction that will automatically permanently lock and go through unless it is revoked before the deadline. The feature isn't enabled or used yet, but the support is there so it could be implemented later.

---

**Re: Need OP_BLOCKNUMBER to allow "time" limited transactions**

November 15, 2010, 09:30:26 PM

Does using nTimeLock also tie up some of the sender's coins until the lock expires? I imagine that it would have to, and that would solve the escrow problem immediately, allowing the sender to effectively write the Bitcoin version of a backdated check. Even better, seeing the locked transaction on the network would allow the merchant to know that the sender actually does have the funds to buy the product, and if the coins are tied up until the lock expires, that the sender will probably still have those same funds. The possibility of a fraudster sending a locked transaction to buy something online, and then revoking the transaction after the product has been shipped, still exists. But it can add confidence in a transaction without requiring a third party escrow. Would the revocation of transactions leave a record inside or outside the blockchain? If it did, a scan of the blockchain might be able to highlight increased risks of a revoked transaction if a fraudster had already done the scam once to someone else with the same set of coins. Doing this would temporarily 'taint' the coins used in the revoked transaction, until they were used in several valid transactions.

---

"The powers of financial capitalism had another far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole. This system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent meetings and conferences. The apex of the system was to be the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled by the world's central banks which were themselves private corporations. Each central
OP_BLOCKNUMBER does not introduce any new vulnerabilities compared to the existing system as segmentation can be exploited to defraud people at the moment. This is accomplished as follows:

An opportunistic attacker has clients running in multiple locations around the world. The attacker’s clients have the same wallets and connect to different subsets of peers, probably preferring local ones and definitely keeping in touch with local mining peers. The clients communicate with each other at intervals to check whether the network has segmented and exchange the list of peers that they are talking to. If communication is lost to one or more of the attacker’s clients (they go offline) then the remaining clients attempt to communicate with all the offline client’s peers. If they all succeed then it’s likely that that attacker’s client has just crashed or lost its internet connection. If however that client goes offline and a number of the peers are uncontactable then it’s possible that the network has segmented. The attacker’s clients determine whether they are on the network portion with the majority of the mining power or the minority. They also guess whether the other inaccessible portion of the network has enough mining power to generate blocks over the time it is imagined to be isolated. If the conditions are favourable then the attack proceeds as follows:

The attacker’s clients on the majority of the network send coins from the wallet to new addresses in plausible innocent looking transactions. The attacker’s clients on the minority of the network use the same coins in the same wallet to buy whatever goods they can find for sale on the subnetwork. When the network joins up again, it’s highly likely that the majority part of the network has generated more blocks and all the transactions in blocks on the minority part of the chain re-enter the transaction pool. The attacker’s transactions on the shorter chain are discarded as the coins have already been spent on the longer chain. Fraud complete!

So you can see that OP_BLOCKNUMBER does not introduce any new risks and that the real prevention of segmentation-based fraud must rely on some sort of detection of the loss of mining power.

ByteCoin

Re: Need OP_BLOCKNUMBER to allow "time" limited transactions
November 18, 2010, 02:22:26 AM

Problems with OP_BLOCKNUMBER might happen accidentally, whereas exploiting segmentation for double-spending is very difficult and requires someone to be attacking you.
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Problems with OP_BLOCKNUMBER might happen accidentally, whereas exploiting segmentation for double-spending is very difficult and requires someone to be attacking you.

 OP_BLOCKNUMBER transactions are not understood by the current client and their use should come with the proviso that under certain rare conditions problems might occur without any malicious intent. Exactly how rare is made clear below.

At the moment, if you send BTC to an address and for some reason the owner has lost the private key then your coins are lost forever. Payees can lose private keys due to hacking activity, hardware theft, hard disc crashes etc.. OP_BLOCKNUMBER transactions would allow you to recover your money and the transaction could imply a reversion time of months or years in future. In order for a segmentation to accidentally cause problems then the coins would have to go unspent until the deadline was just about to expire at which point the network would have to segment at which point the payee would have to be in the minority portion and try to spend them at which point the network would have to stay segmented until the reversion time had expired. That’s a long list of coincidences for it to happen by accident.

On the other hand, exploiting segmentation for double spending is not difficult. Please show me what is difficult about the method I posted. All that is required is one adequately prepared attacker waiting for the network to segment. Anyone on the minority network portion offering goods or services for sale is at risk.
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Re: Need OP_BLOCKNUMBER to allow "time" limited transactions
November 18, 2010, 04:35:33 AM

On the other hand, exploiting segmentation for double spending is not difficult. Please show me what is difficult about the method I posted. All that is required is one adequately prepared attacker waiting for the network to segment. Anyone on the minority network portion offering goods or services for sale is at risk.
Yet a system wide segmentation is fairly easy to detect, the current client just doesn't do it. If code implementing my 'watchdog' idea were included, the client could be set to suspend automatic trading on websites or warn the user of a fault on interactive clients.

"The powers of financial capitalism had another far-reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the economy of the world as a whole. This system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent meetings and conferences. The apex of the system was to be the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland, a private bank owned and controlled by the world's central banks which were themselves private corporations. Each central bank...sought to dominate its government by its ability to control Treasury loans, to manipulate foreign exchanges, to influence the level of economic activity in the country, and to influence cooperative politicians by subsequent economic rewards in the business world."

- Carroll Quigley, CFR member, mentor to Bill Clinton, from 'Tragedy And Hope'
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